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ABSTRACT

Medical images have a tremendous amount of spatial information for localizing tumors and planning surgical
interventions. However, viewing data in 2D, even in a multiplanar viewer, does not convey the complex 3D
relationships of the anatomy. This places the burden on clinicians to utilize visuospatial processing to
generate their mental representation and further requires working memory during procedures to link 2D
imaging to the 3D surgical field. In this project, we are developing an automated pipeline to build rich 3D
virtual reality (VR) models from clinical MRI of glioma patients using deep learning. The current project
uses structural and diffusion MRI to automatically create 3D VR models of gray matter, white matter, blood
supply, tumor core, tumor, and white matter fiber tracts. The VR models can aid in surgical planning and
generate a better understanding of the extent and arrangement of the tumor relative to other structures in the
brain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During a standard patient’s brain study prior to resective surgery to remove glioma, clots, seizure foci, or
other pathology, various scans are acquired using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These scans do more
than just localize the pathology; they provide visualizations of adjacent anatomy, physiology, and functional
organization so that the surgeon can develop an intervention plan that not only removes the desired tissue,
but also minimizes risk to healthy structures in the brain. For example, in malignant gliomas, complete
tumor mass removal with preservation of eloquent healthy tissue is the goal of surgical resection in order to
maximize the value of the surgery to the patients (Proescholdt et al. 2005, Revilla-Pacheco et al. 2021).

Similar to flying an aircraft, the surgical planning process is a complex mental simulation that perceives the
patient specific data, comprehends the clinical impact, and projects various outcomes based on intervention
(Endsley 2018). A key aspect of accurate perception is the ability to convert 2D medical images (see
Figure 1) to 3D representations of the patient’s specific anatomy to be encountered in the surgical suite.
Unfortunately, visuospatial conversion is a variable skill (Wu et al. 2012, Maan et al. 2012) and may not be
shared among all members of the clinical decision making team (Tansley et al. 2007). Furthermore, expert
surgeons, when compared to novices, free up working memory during the procedure by leaning on mental
models based on years of visuospatial conversions from previous surgeries (Craig et al. 2012). These
principles of expert-driven surgical planning (accurate visuospatial conversion and mental models from
surgical experience) formulate the foundation of this work. Existing methods of representing complex 3D
relationships in 2D formats are inadequate to represent the trained surgeon’s mental model. This work serves
to eliminate the need for mental visuospatial conversion of 2D to 3D representations of surgical anatomy. It
is important to note that visuospatial reasoning skills in surgeons have been correlated with surgical success,
although this has largely been studied in trainees and medical students (Kalun et al. 2020, Hegarty , Maurice-
Ventouris et al. 2021). The studies suggest that visuospatial abilities and training interventions may have
greater effect at early training stages for surgeons and/or in non-routine cases. They have less impact on
procedures and situations where the surgeon has already developed mental frameworks for the procedure.

Figure 1: Triplanar 2D images used for surgical planning showing underlying anatomy and overlayed fiber
tracts. Scrolling in each direction is possible. The blue cross-hairs intersect at the same voxel in each view.

To assist the surgeon in forming a mental model of the patient, virtual reality (VR) can provide a platform for
viewing the complex geometry in 3D. Using a variety of transparency, lighting, and shading, structures that
are in front of or behind pathology can be clearly seen in their relative arrangement and orientation. Surgeons
can slice, remove layers, pan, and rotate to visualize the overall arrangement of the patient-specific anatomy,
getting a “pre-flight” of the structures that they will encounter during surgery.
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Visualizing segmented anatomical structures in 3D can provide a more accurate mental representation of
the surgical field of the arrangement of pathology relative to other structures in the brain, demonstrating the
nearby locations of gray matter, white matter, necrotic regions, sulci, and blood vessels. However, additional
scans collected during imaging may provide important information about the functional integrity of tissues
and could be important for avoiding functional deficits after surgery. One MRI sequence that is typically
acquired presurgically is diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). By imaging restrictions to diffusion in different
directions, DTI enables visualization of white matter fiber bundles connecting distant regions of the brain.
For glioma cases, for example, understanding the location of particular white matter fiber tracts can enable a
surgeon to avoid critical pathways in the brain (Jung, Shah, and Li ). Further, new minimally invasive brain
surgery techniques, such as BrainPath, can use the fiber tracts as a means to approach lesions for resection
(Day 2017), resulting in less damage and quicker recoveries.

In order to create virtual reality models from the imaging data, image contrast (gray-scale values of images)
needs to be interpreted and segmented into labeled 3D structures. 3D segmentation effectively objectifies
structures seen by radiologists on 2D scans and generates 3D models of the clinically relevant anatomic
segments. This project uses a variety of off-the-shelf and customized tools, including machine learning, to
generate the virtual reality model for a given patient. In this work, we describe such a pipeline for glioma
patients undergoing surgical resection.

2 METHODS

Our proposed pipeline for glioma patients takes the imaging data from MRI and automatically generates
a 3D model for viewing in virtual reality. This involves preprocessing steps to convert and interpret the
content of the images, forming the basic anatomy for the patient. It also involves a machine learning based
segmentation of the tumor. The end result is a fully automated method for taking imaging data and creating
a patient-specific virtual reality model for presurgical planning.

2.1 Preprocessing Imaging Data

Several MRI sequences are acquired in a typical brain exam for glioma patients, including a high resolution
T1-weighted image (T1), a contrast-enhanced high resolution T1-weighted image (T1ce), a T2-weighted
image (T2), a T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) image, and a DTI acquisition. The
flow chart for the anatomical processing of the MRI structural data is shown in Figure 2. All steps with the
exception of visual inspection of data were performed with a script written in Python 3.10.0 (Van Rossum
and Drake 2009).

MRI scanners produce image data in DICOM format, which often must be converted to NIfTI format (us-
ing dcm2niix in this project (Li et al. 2016)) to be used by data processing tools. Most of the structural
information is extracted from the T1ce, which is chosen as a reference. To avoid patient-specific anatomical
differences in the skull and skin impacting processing of the brain, a Brain Extraction Tool (BET) (Smith
2002) segments out the skull and skin from the patient’s brain. These skin and skull models are converted
into virtual reality for viewing with the other components from the rest of the processing pipeline. The brain
is further processed to segment out gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using tools in
the University of Oxford’s Functional-MRI Software Library (FSL) (Zhang, Brady, and Smith 2001). The
T1, T1ce, T2, and FLAIR are coregistered and resampled into a common spatial resolution for sending to
the trained “autoseg” program to identify the tumor regions, as described in Section 2.2.

The DTI data processing pipeline is demonstrated in Figure 3. DTI processing includes brain extraction
and correction for the magnetic field inhomogeneities along with eddy currents produced in response to the
changing magnetic fields. FSL’s “topup” is used to correct the magnetic field inhomogeneity (Andersson
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Figure 2: Overview of the processing pipeline for glioma patient to go from MRI data to the presurgical
virtual reality model. Function names included for ease of reference.

Figure 3: Summary of the processing pipeline for the DTI data to generate fiber tracts in the VR model.

et al. 2003, Smith et al. 2004) and FSL’s “eddy_correct” tool is used to correct for eddy currents (Andersson
and Sotiropoulos 2016). We note that in the current data set, a gradient-reversed image was not available for
usage of topup.

2.2 Glioma Segmentation

After alignment and resampling of the 4 structural images, the segmentation of the tumor was handled
automatically using a deep learning model described in detail in our previous work (Duncan, Roxas, Jani,
Maksimovic, Bramlet, Sutton, and Koyejo 2020). For convenience, the model will be described in less detail
here.

2.2.1 Model

For this task, the model was trained on the Brain Tumor Segmentation (BraTS) challenge data set (Menze
et al. 2015, Bakas et al. 2017). The tumor segmentation was modeled as a multiclass prediction problem:

pmodel(Y|X;Θ) (1)
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that receives the input, X, four MR images, and outputs Y, segments of tumor necrosis, enhancement, and
edema. Θ are the parameters to be optimized to best predict Y given X.

2.2.2 Architecture

The model was a modified UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) with the basic structure shown in
Figure 4. The UNet is an encoder-decoder model. This means data is downsampled to find features that
most impact the output, and then these features are upsampled back to the desired output size. In this work,
the upsampling use trilinear interpolation.

The network’s initialization layer was a standard convolutional layer. Within this layer, the feature space was
expanded to 32 feature maps. After the initial layer, the network was assembled from pre-activated ResNet
blocks (He et al. 2016). Doing this permits adding a "skip connection" as shown in Figure 4B, which allows
non-transformed data to be used in deep layers. A dropout (Srivastava et al. 2014) layer after initialization
discouraged over-fitting the data. GroupNorm (Wu and He 2018) was used for between-layer normalization
of the data, which can accelerate model training.

Figure 4: A) Basic structure of our tumor classification network structure MRI data. The image is first
downsampled by convolution, then transformed, then upsampled to a segmentation estimate. B) The skip
connection allows usage of the unmodified input in decoding the downsampled, transformed matrix.

2.2.3 Loss & Optimization

The soft Dice loss function (Milletari, Navab, and Ahmadi 2016) was used for its robustness with class-
imbalanced data (there are fewer tumor voxels than non-tumor voxels). This loss was optimized with the
algorithm Adam (Kingma and Welling 2014), which has performed well in tumor segmentation (Myronenko
2019). The learning rate was given by

l(t) = a0 − tC, (2)
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at time t where C is the step constant and a0 is the initial learning rate. We initialized a0 = 2e−4 and used
C = 1e−7. Minimization of this function guides adjustment of the transformation parameters to produce an
output least different from the training data’s provided segmentations.

2.2.4 Model Ensembling

Model ensembling can lead to better predictive uncertainty estimates (Lakshminarayanan, Pritzel, and Blun-
dell 2017). This technique was incorporated using a uniform mixture model

p(Y|X) = M−1
∑
pΘi

pΘi(Y|X) (3)

for prediction. That is, M separate prediction models are learned from the data and then averaged.

2.2.5 Additional Preprocessing and Data Augmentation

Additional preprocessing was performed on the MRI data for tumor segmentation. We separately centered
and scaled to unit variance each of the imaging modalities of each patient in the data set.

The training data was augmented with an additive shift and multiplicative scaling uniformly sampled from
(−0.1,0.1) from (0.9,1.1) respectively. The images were also mirrored along a random axis to encourage
invariance in model predictions from rotations. We trained our model on an NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000
with 48G of memory.

2.3 Fiber Tracking

DSI Studio’s fiber tracking feature (Yeh, Verstynen, Wang, Fernández-Miranda, and Tseng 2013) was used
to produce images of estimated locations of white matter fiber tracts from the patient’s DTI data. Within
the software, the patient’s brain is registered and normalized to an atlas image. A priori knowledge of the
white matter tracts is used to select starting points (seed) to propagate estimated fiber paths. Seed count is
the number of starting points that will be used in initializing the tracking of pathways through the DTI data,
which indicates the directions that have the least restriction to water diffusion, hence, the directions of the
underlying fiber pathways.

Fractional anisotropy (FA), or the extent to which water is restricted to diffuse in a single direction, i.e. along
an axon, is calculated at each voxel using the 26 DTI volumes acquired with different gradient directions
(Yeh, Wedeen, and Tseng 2010, Yeh and Tseng 2011). As neuron axons are smaller than voxels, multiple
fiber orientations may be present inside a given voxel. Orientations are determined significant if their FA
is greater than a given threshold. An averaged orientation at the seed is calculated from the eight nearest
voxels. If these voxels have multiple significant orientations, the orientation with the least deviation from
the current propagation direction is selected for each voxel. Some orientations may also be removed from a
priori knowledge of an angular threshold of the given tract. Some voxels may not have any significant fiber
orientations, so the averaged propagation direction may consist of 0 to 8 vectors. Each of the eight voxels
are given a weight according to the distance between the voxel’s center and the current propagation point.
For tracking a fiber, a step-size parameter is used to progress along this new propagation direction to find a
new propagation point. This process continues until the summed weight of adjacent orientations is less than
a continuation threshold parameter.

After tracking, individual and grouped fiber tracts are saved out as voxel maps in the high resolution T1ce
space for alignment and conversion to virtual reality objects.
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Figure 5: VR visualization of glioma patient. A) Viewing cut-out showing skin, gray matter, arcuate fas-
ciculus track, and tumor. B) Cut-out through tumor. C) view of tumor and arcuate fasciculus track with
transparency to enable visualization of 3D structure. In the tumor region in panels B and C, the arcuate
fasciculus tract is shown in green, necrotic tumor is shown in yellow, enhancing tumor is shown in dark
blue, and the enhancing blood vessels are shown in red.

2.4 Virtual Reality for Visualization

Once the labeled masks for all structures and fibers have been generated, the masks are converted to virtual
reality objects for visualization. In the current workflow, an additional manual verification step is followed:
the labeled masks are converted back to DICOM images and viewed in a DICOM workstation to ensure
that the masking accurately represents the anatomy and pathology for the patient. Virtual reality objects,
saved as STL files, are gathered and loaded into a custom platform "Enduvo" for viewing VR and enabling
the clinician to control transparency and lighting on the fly. The Enduvo software was developed in Dr.
Bramlet’s lab at the University of Illinois, which spun out as a startup company. Dr. Bramlet has equity in
Enduvo, Inc.

3 RESULTS

The presented pipeline requires approximately 3.5 hours to run from raw data to usable VR data. This time
estimate comes from running the program on a Linux machine with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v2, 2.10GHz,
64 GB RAM, and GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB. The only input required is selecting the target
folder(s) of scans and then selection of input files if there are multiple similarly named scan protocols for a
patient.

The tumor segmentation used was verified in DICOM space as functionally accurate and useful by two raters
that are trained in manually segmenting gliomas for surgical planning. For quantitative, our previous work
found our algorithm’s AUC to be 0.75, 0.84, and 0.77 for the BraTS tumor segmentation task’s enhancing,
whole, and core tumor regions (Duncan, Roxas, Jani, Maksimovic, Bramlet, Sutton, and Koyejo 2020).

The results for one patient are shown in Figure 5. The image shows the complex 3D spatial information that
is segmented, labeled, and overlaid in the VR space for the patient. Layers can be turned off and lighting and
transparency adjusted, and the surgeon can view the anatomy from different directions to better understand
the arrangement.

The end product virtual reality objects were evaluated by two neurosurgeons. They stated that the 3D
manipulation made accounting for structures adjacent to the tumor more intuitive. The ability to select and
deselect tracts, tumor regions, and other brain structures was appreciated for evaluating multiple potential
surgical approaches without distraction from relatively distant structures.
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4 DISCUSSION

The process of objectifying, labeling, and representing the content of multimodal medical imaging data is
a daunting task. To quantify the complexity, approximately 1,000 lines of code are used in the processing
pipeline for each subject’s data, and this code relies on more than 10 other software packages. To opti-
mize reproducibility, it is imperative that these steps are scripted rather than performed semi-manually by
researchers. A quantitative advantage of scripting can be estimated by considering the roughly 24 GUI or
command line steps (see Figure 2 and 3) that a human no longer has to monitor and complete.

Significant computational resources are required for the image processing, segmentation, and labeling to
generate the VR models from the multimodal MR data. However, this computational workload replaces
many hours of manual tracing by trained employees to generate these models, which is currently a bottleneck
and limits the ability to generate and use these 3D presurgical models. The proposed pipeline streamlines this
into an executable workflow, generating the imaging models in a set, more predictable time while enabling
expert verification through DICOM overlay and checking.

Manual segmentation does not permit integration of this segmentation process into timely clinical surgi-
cal scenarios as encountered in brain tumor resections due to the fact that “Stealth Station” imaging may
occur as little as 2 hours prior to the surgical procedure. Automation of the process greatly reduces the
barriers to using this process by transitioning the segmentation from manual human processes to automated
computational processes where computing power can be scaled to achieve time sensitive needs. Scripting
of the commands reduces the need for technical training of hospital staff, and containerization (such as
with Docker or Singularity) of the software evades the majority of troubleshooting necessary when running
the same program on different computers. While VR is not yet ubiquitous, it is increasingly available in
teaching hospitals. Sales of AR and VR headsets have increased 348% in just 2021 (Ubrani, Mainelli, and
Reith 2021). It is thus anticipated that open source codes utilizing the pipeline presented here could soon be
adopted by many institutions with little additional cost to normal operations of academic institutions.

The surgeons that have been able to view the outputs of this tool indicate that the VR visualization provides
insights that range from difficult to impossible to ascertain from traditional 2D image viewers. For instance,
an intended access route may be revealed to transect white matter tracts that would result in a loss of function
that is not acceptable to the patient.

The key to understanding the importance of segmentation is understanding how a surgeon reviews a single
slice of an MRI scan. In the mind of the clinical expert, the 2D image presented is a collection of various
anatomic features. For example, in an axial slice of a chest CT, the white structures represent the highly
dense bone while the air filled lungs appear mostly black. In essence, the expert image viewer performs
segmentation in their mind’s eye while scrolling through the 3D data set, building a complete 3D under-
standing of anatomy. While reviewing various anatomies in 2D, the reviewer will consider each clinically
relevant segment in isolation from the other non-relevant anatomy. However, when transitioning from 2D to
3D, segmentation of the various clinically relevant anatomy is necessary in order to preserve the clinician’s
ability to derive conclusions from the data. A DICOM data set of MRI anatomy is a 3D block of grey scale
information based on signal intensity. If you are able to view the entire 3D gray-scale data set at once, simple
connected structures like bone and blood could be readily understood from the 3D block of grey-scale data,
but many other adjacent structures have similar gray-scale intensity, or only differ across multiple modal-
ity image sets, and require piecemeal relational data rather than en blocke signal conversions. Therefore,
there must be an initial step that translates the 3D blocks of grey-scale data into clinically relevant, labeled
structures.

Similar to when the radiologist segments a 2D image into separate components in order to interpret the
impact, the segmentation of each clinically relevant segment into its own 3D object allows the clinician to
control the transparency of each segment and therefore evaluate each segment of anatomy in 3D un-obscured
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by other surrounding 3D structures due to opacity capability in the virtual environment. If considering a deep
brain tumor, the radiologist can review in 2D slice by slice the information as the images cut through the
brain, but in order to make a similar determination of 3D data, the deep brain tumor will be obscured by
cortex and white matter unless each clinically similar structure can be varied in its opacity to allow the
clinician to vary the structures and review the anatomy in 3D as it relates to other 3D adjacent structures.

5 CONCLUSION

The pipeline presented could significantly improve the surgical planning process through easily implemented
conversion of multimodal structural MRI and DTI data into patient specific VR models of their clinical
anatomy. While we would anticipate several benefits resulting from presurgical planning using 3D visual-
ization over the 2D triplanar traditional approach, those will be quantitatively evaluated in a future study and
could include: standard surgical outcome measures on success or dissatisfaction of the outcome, confidence
of the surgeon in the 3D representation before and after the surgical procedure, surgical time and preparation
time, and if the surgeon would want to use the 3D planning platform again.

Further work is necessary to optimize the computational processes to achieve a run-time that matches with
the desired short turnaround from the surgical planning MRI scan to surgery. Additional work in automated
identification of which tracts that are relevant to the intended surgical path could also be useful, but this
will require expertise to avoid improper exclusion of structures that may be relevant on a case-by-case
basis. This expertise would also be greatly beneficial in establishing additional ground-truth data, additional
model considerations, and estimates of time required for personnel to manually "push" data through each
step that our program automates. These data would allow more quantitative validation of the usefulness of
our approach.
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